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Available online 8 March 2011This is a useful study which contributes to the literature on
ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm (rAAA) in the endo-
vascular era. Although the exact role of endovascular
aneurysm repair (EVAR) for rAAA has yet to be defined,
compelling population data would seem to suggest that
some patients might preferentially receive EVAR when
presenting with a rAAA.1 However, a number of well-
documented confounding factors might be responsible for
the favourable results of published series of EVAR of rAAA.
Specifically EVAR may be selected on the basis of favour-
able aortic morphology, leaving the more challenging
aneurysms to undergo open repair. This study attempts to
answer the question whether aortic morphology might
impact on outcome from open surgery for rAAA.
Generally speaking rAAA are more frequently associ-
ated with adverse morphological features than smaller
intact aneurysms. Attempting repair of morphologically
complex rAAA using EVAR may well compromise
outcome.2 Others have observed a trend to a similar
effect of adverse morphology on outcome from open
repair of rAAA.3 However, the present study found no
significant difference in open surgical mortality between
those with EVAR suitable and unsuitable morphology.DOI of original article: 10.1016/j.ejvs.2011.01.005.
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doi:10.1016/j.ejvs.2011.02.014Although sample size was limited, analysis of the effect
of individual anatomical factors on procedural success
might have identified specific factors associated with
mortality.
Several risk stratification systems have been validated
for predicting adverse outcomes following open surgery for
both intact and rAAA.4 These incorporate a combination of
pre-existing co-morbidities and surrogate markers of hae-
modynamic instability. Morphology is not included in these
models. In contrast, physiology based risk-prediction
systems are not as accurate when applied to elective EVAR
and may not be as clinically useful in rAAA, possibly
because they don’t take account of adverse morphological
features.5,6 A properly constructed morphology-based risk
stratification system would help to control for differences
in groups of patients undergoing different treatments for
rAAA in a comparative study, and aid objective study of the
limitations of EVAR. This would help investigators describe
exactly why patients were “unsuitable” for EVAR more
consistently, as at present there are little other than stent-
graft manufacturer guidelines, and these are not always
adhered to rigidly.2
Although this study is valuable, like many other recent
studies on rAAA there is significant potential for bias and it
is limited by patient numbers. The only definitive answer to
the question of which is the optimum treatment strategy
for rAAA and whether morphologically complex patients
will have a worse outcome following open surgery will comed by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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